SPECIAL FEATURE

Diamond studded watches

Watches,

too, love

diamonds
Gem-set watches combine the artisanal skills of high jewellery
and the craftsmanship of high watchmaking. With the watch
fairs coming to a conclusion Aroma Sah Anant takes a look at
the trends, styles and the pulse of the market.

L

uxury timepieces are the epitome of craftsmanship.
The haute horlogerie industry is for the discerning
few that admire and appreciate timeless works of art.
So, unsurprisingly, the annual watch fairs, BaselWorld and
Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie (SIHH), attract
eyeballs for the reveal of the most riveting timepieces. And
quite certainly, amongst the frontrunners are a few dazzling
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Girard-Perregaux Cats
Eye Tourbillon with Gold Bridge

examples that are a perfect marriage
between a challenging mechanical
movement with an array of sparkling
diamonds. The glamour and glitter of
these beautiful watches are undeniably
irresistible.

Loving DIAMOND set
watches
Two diamond watches that sparkle with

Hublot Big Bang One Click 39
‘Rainbow’

In the 19th century, many manufacturers
such as Vacheron Constantin and IWC were
producing lavishly decorated bracelet watches
for women, adorned with jewels set in elaborate
case designs. Recently, fine jewellery has met
fine watchmaking in a collaboration welcomed
by many manufacturers
baguette-cut and pavée-cut diamonds, the
two most popular cuts of diamonds used in
timepieces, caught our eye the start of this
year. First was the Girard-Perregaux Cats
Eye Tourbillon with Gold Bridge. There is
a trail of 36 baguette-cut diamonds on the
dial (1.95 carats) and 55 across the case
that evoke the vision of shooting stars.
“The result of great patience and dexterity,
the gem setting on this exceptional Cat’s
Eye begins by selecting stones according
to their quality as well as by decreasing
size so as to ensure they fit perfectly
together,” explains the brand. Brilliant and
bedazzling, much like Girard-Perregaux’s
other ladies watches.
But it is the first female timepiece from
the ateliers of MB&F by founder Max
Busser that has been the talk of the town.
This time his mastery of watchmaking
was embellished with the art of diamond
setting. The result: a bejewelled ladies
watch, a first by Busser, called MB&F
Legacy Machine FlyingT. Busser’s creative
men’s timepieces have long been a cult
favourite among watch enthusiasts. Now
female connoisseurs with a love for
diamonds can pick any of his three gemset creations — one with 168 brilliant-cut
diamonds, second with the case and dial

Patek Philippe

Rolex Cosmograph Daytona
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Very rarely watchmakers use diamonds over 1.00 carat
each, it limits the creativity of the design and these models
become extremely expensive, as diamond watches already
are. There is also the factor of the diamond’s total depth.
Ruby Gersh, Founder & CEO, RGS Diamonds
manufacturers .” And rightly so, garish
bracelet watches for women have been
replaced with flying tourbillons tastefully
decked in diamonds.

Adding sparkle to a
man’s wrist

MB&F LM Flying T

plate fully set with 558 brilliant-cut pavé
diamonds (approximately 3.5 ct) and the
final piece in a baguette edition with 294
diamonds.
Rebecca Ross, watch specialist at
Christie’s New York writes, “In the 19th
century, many manufacturers such as
Vacheron Constantin and IWC were
producing lavishly decorated bracelet
watches for women, adorned with jewels
set in elaborate case designs. Recently,
fine jewellery has met fine watchmaking
in a collaboration welcomed by many
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Perceptions and preferences of diamond
consumers have changed dramatically in
the last year or so, significantly impacting
the industry at large. Some of the world’s
biggest mines will supposedly run dry by
2030. And, of course, the controversies
surrounding Nirav Modi and the banking
world haven’t stopped showing their effect
on prices of rough diamonds either.
The haute horlogerie industry, too,
has seen a growing appreciation for
digital watches and smart watches. Still,
connoisseurs of fine timepieces ask
for uniqueness and as men, today, are
beginning to appreciate the art of setting a
watch with diamonds, the scope of gem-set
watches is widening.
A case in point is the Rolex
Cosmograph Daytona. This men’s watch
has champagne-coloured shimmers
paved with a diamond studded, black
lacquered dial. Interestingly, the bezel
contains 36 trapeze-cut diamonds. Last
year, Patek Philippe unveiled a white-gold
Nautilus with a bit of bling for men. It was
masculine with sharp edges and corners
in the case design but instead of diamonds
on the hour markers (as was the norm till
then among gem-set watches for men), here
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Fancy coloured diamonds are for a niche market. Only the
ultra high net worth individuals buy them as price is a dictating
factor. People who want a unique product buy a natural fancy
to add to their existing collection of colourless diamonds .
Mitesh Gajera, MD, Laxmi Diamonds
was a watch with a beautifully integrated
diamond-studded bezel.
Miho Wada of Grand Seiko’s Design
Center Department has been quoted as
saying, “Designing a luxury watch using
diamonds is one of the ultimate aspirations
of every watch designer. The size and the
quality of the diamond are important but,
more than that, what we have learned
through trial and error is that knowing
‘where and how the diamond will be inset’
is even more essential.”

Diamond cutting,
polishing and setting
The lilliputian parts of a watch on which
gems are embedded are by no means a
measure of the task at hand. First, the
diamonds are carefully selected and then
painstakingly cut to the required size.
Ruby Gersh, founder of RGS Diamonds
says, “Very rarely watchmakers use
diamonds over 1.00 carat each, it limits the
creativity of the design and these models
become extremely expensive, as diamond
watches already are. There is also the
factor of the diamond’s total depth .” TelAviv based RGS Diamonds specializes in
precision cutting of diamonds and precious
coloured stones of all shapes for watch
brands.
While round and baguette are the most
prominent cuts seen on watches, certain
cuts require more precision work than
others. In this case, it is the baguette
cut which requires stones of a perfectly

uniform colour and clarity, especially when
using a coloured gem. Approximately 1-2%
of the diamonds break, else are rejected
due to insufficient uniformity in colour or
quality during this entire process.
Post cutting and polishing, it is the
crucial and complicated process of setting.
A standard diamond setting in a watch
is called the ‘engraved setting’ wherein a
claw is made around the recess into which
the diamond is embedded and then the
cut gem is inserted. But it is the ‘invisible
setting’ that demands the most from a
specialist. Here, the diamonds are set
across the watch dial, bezel or bracelet in
such a way that the gems are seamless and
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MBF Legacy Machine FlyingT for women

Backes & Strauss’ spectacular Piccadilly Princess
Royal Colours watch is entirely covered in 225
diamonds

smooth to touch.
When the designer of the watch aims
at bringing out the maximum sparkle in a
watch, the setting used is ‘celestial setting’
which lets the individual diamond shapes
stand out clearly.

Emerging trends for
the year

Graff yellow diamond watch

Diamontaire Mitesh Gajera of Laxmi
Diamonds says, “Fancy coloured diamonds
are for a niche market. Only the ultra high
net worth individuals buy them as price
is a dictating factor. People who want a
unique product buy a natural fancy to add
to their existing collection of colourless
diamonds .” So, it was only a natural
progression for watch brands to introduce
colour to their timepieces. Hublot took to
the rainbow watch trend with its new Big
Bang One Click 39 ‘Rainbow’ flaunting a
kaleidoscope of colours in its bezel set with
48 baguette-cut coloured gemstones and a
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dial set with 307 coloured gemstones. The
trend has been championed by Rolex and
Chopard as well.
Interestingly, this Baselworld, fine
diamond jewellery and watch manufacturer
Graff presented three gorgeous watches
hand-set in their London atelier with
Fancy Vivid yellow diamonds. The Round
Graff Fancy Vivid Yellow Diamond watch
proudly sparkles with the shimmer of 211
diamonds weighing a total of 59.25 carats.
On the other hand, the Oval Fancy Vivid
Yellow Diamond watch novelty has 60
diamonds weighing a total of 25.85 carats.
“Fancy Vivid Yellow diamonds are
a rare variety, yet the most available
naturally,” says Gajera. However, to source
enough stones to create just one timepiece
can take years, a feat that justifies that
price tag put on these high-jewellery
timepieces.
Whatever the pulse of the market,
one can say with utmost certainty that
diamonds are eternal and here is another
industry that is cashing in on their
unlimited potential.

